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UK Consortium Wins UK Government Funding to Support the Development of Bi-
Directional Boat Charging  
 
London, UK, 19th December 2022 - Following on from the installation of the UK's first marine 
charging network in Plymouth to support electric vessels,  Aqua superPower (www.aqua-

superpower.com) announces that it is leading a consortium which has secured UK government funding 
to explore the development of a UK demonstrator of bi-directional boat charging.  The Virtual Bunkering 

for Electric Vessels (VBEV) project brings together two leading UK businesses, with electric boat 

charging operator Aqua superPower and pioneering British bi-directional charging and smart energy 
technology company, Indra (www.indra.co.uk), as well as independent, low emission transport experts 

Cenex (www.cenex.co.uk) and the University of Plymouth (www.plymouth.ac.uk). The consortium 
will carry out a feasibility study to determine the financial, technical, and operational business case for 

the deployment of bi-directional charging infrastructure in the marine sector. The study will also 
evaluate the environmental benefit, ultimately preparing the ground for a UK demonstrator of bi-
directional boat charging.  

The VBEV project will focus on emergent bi-directional charging technology developed, demonstrated 

and in early release for road vehicles based on Indra's experience of pioneering V2G (vehicle-to-grid) 
and V2X (vehicle-to-everything) product development. This game-changing technology has already 

demonstrated that it can effectively enable electric vehicle drivers to reduce their energy costs and cut 

carbon by accessing greater levels of renewable technology at off-peak periods and discharge energy 
when needed. The core benefit of the bi-directional charging capability is its ability to access and store 

greener energy for later use. Indra’s innovative technology forms the foundation for the project’s marine 
application, adding the marine requirements for near-shore and inland marine vessels, using Aqua's 
knowledge as an electric charge point operator (CPO) in the marine sector.  

The VBEV project is part of the Clean Maritime Demonstration Competition Round 2 (CMDC2) which 

was launched in May 2022, funded by the Department for Transport, and delivered in partnership with 
Innovate UK. This is a disruptive innovation opportunity led by UK businesses that could reduce UK 

marina CO2 emissions by 4 million tonnes per year. The University of Plymouth led the previous CMDC 

project – the Marine E-charging Living Lab (MeLL) – and will bring expertise and academic links into 
the technical aspects of this project, including battery degradation for marine operations. The University 

will also play a key role with stakeholder/advisory board's engagement. Cenex will develop the bi-
directional charger value case and identify vessel architypes most suited to the innovative technology. 

The technical approach to this project has been developed by the diverse consortium partnership, 
combining their technical, business, operational and environmental expertise. 

Virtual bunkering enables the aggregation of electric boat batteries to provide energy storage and grid 
support services when not being used for propulsion. With the transition to electrically powered vessels 

there will be a requirement for deploying charging infrastructure across marinas and harbours. 

Affordability of grid connections, high capital costs and battery health pose challenges to deployment. 
This project will develop solutions to resolve these barriers by enabling existing electric boats to support 

the charging infrastructure without the need for expensive grid upgrades by providing a virtual 
electricity bunker service, delivering managed battery conditioning support and enabling additional 
revenue generation for boat owners. 

“We are proud to have been successful in winning our second Clean Maritime Demonstration 
Competition project, which is evidence of Aqua superPower’s marine charging expertise and industry 
authority. As project lead, we look forward to working with our highly experienced consortium partners 
towards decarbonising the marine sector and to accelerate the transition to clean alternative propulsion 
systems.” said Alex Bamberg, CEO of Aqua superPower. 

Mike Schooling, Founder and CTO at Indra, says: “This is a fantastic opportunity for us to demonstrate 
the exciting potential that bidirectional charging could bring to the marine sector, essentially turning 
ships into mobile battery storage units to help save money, carbon and the planet.” 

https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/news/first-uk-charging-network-for-electric-maritime-vessels-launched-in-plymouth
http://www.aqua-superpower.com/
http://www.aqua-superpower.com/
http://www.indra.co.uk/
http://www.cenex.co.uk/
http://www.plymouth.ac.uk/


Matt Knight, Hardware Trials & Data Integration Lead at Cenex, said: "Cenex has researched the 

benefits and applications of bi-directional charging in the automotive industry for the last six years 

and we're excited to see the technology applied to electric boats in coastal regions where it could 

have a real environmental and economic impact." 

Sarah Fear, Project and Knowledge Exchange Manager at the University of Plymouth, said: “This project 
builds on our existing collaborative work to reduce the maritime industry’s impact on the environment. 
It enables us to advance our research into cutting edge innovation that can support the shift to clean 
maritime and reaffirms Plymouth’s place at the heart of this exciting and emerging sector.” 

Aqua Superpower will be responsible for the overall management of the project. As a leader in the 

network deployment of e-charging networks and installations (UK and internationally) Aqua superPower 

will be responsible for developing a commercial business case for the deployment of bi-directional 
charging and designing a demonstration plan for the technology. Aqua bring extensive network, 

operational and management experience, from backgrounds including vehicle charging and being part 
of the UK's first marine charging network in Plymouth under the MeLL project.   

The four partners will engage with electric boat builders, marina operators, the local and national grid 
as well as representatives of boat users to develop a detailed business case and plan for a world first 

demonstrator of Virtual Bunkering for Electric Vessels using bi-directional chargers. Delivery of these 
innovative actions will be a significant step toward helping the marine sector to realise greater benefit 

from the transition to alternative propulsion vessels, maximising C02 savings, reducing costs and 
improving operation. 
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About Aqua superPower 
Aqua superPower is the first fully marinised dockside network of fast chargers for electric boats. The 

product range includes AC and DC charging solutions with a current maximum power output of 150 
kW, allowing DC compatible powerboats to rapidly recharge and extend their autonomy. Aqua 

superPower has developed the first supercharger specifically engineered and rated for use in marine 
environments. Built to IP65 standards, Aqua superPower is a revolutionary and sustainable marine 

charging solution. 
 

Aqua superPower is the first fast charge network company awarded a grant under the Clean Maritime 
Demonstration Competition, funded by the UK Department for Transport, and delivered with Innovate 

UK. The global electric boat market is expected to be worth over $20 billion by 2027. There are currently 

over 30 million recreational boats in the world. Assuming the boat market continues to grow in line with 
historical trends, it is likely there will be more than 1 million electric boats by 2030. Regulation will 

accelerate this trend. More and more areas will only be accessible to electric boats. www.aqua-
superpower.com 

Source: IDTechEx, Electric Boats and Ships 2017-2027; Aqua estimates 

About Indra 
Indra was founded in 2013 on a mission to create the smartest way to power EVs (electric vehicles).  

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wteooqxb6bzmdiv/AACWlX1xXhgjGdygjgPoSu1ba?dl=0
mailto:sabine.raabe@aqua-superpower.com
http://www.aqua-superpower.com/
http://www.aqua-superpower.com/


With its design, R&D, engineering and manufacturing operations based in Malvern, this British 
company has fast become a leading EV and smart energy technology business.  Indra is creating a 

sustainable energy ecosystem using pioneering technology and products that can integrate vehicles 
with the home, destinations and the grid. 

Indra has designed a range of innovative EV chargers that offer more convenient, reliable, cheaper 
and sustainable EV charging capability. The company has also developed the first viable bi-directional 

V2G (vehicle to grid) charger which allows power to flow both ways, enabling users to control the 
flow of energy to where it’s most needed. This revolutionary technology means customers are able to 

access energy when needed and at its cheapest and most sustainable, and it also assists the grid in 
balancing energy load and demand.   

By working with carefully selected professional installer networks, Indra’s high-quality, high-
performance products are easy to install and operate; and are already in use in thousands of home 
and commercial locations worldwide. For more information visit www.indra.co.uk.  

About Cenex 

Cenex, established as the UK’s Centre of Excellence for Low Carbon and Fuel Cell technologies in 

2005, lowers emission in transport & associated energy infrastructure and operates as an 

independent, not-for-profit research technology organisation (RTO) and consultancy. 

Our independent experts find the right solutions that reduce pollution, increase efficiency and lower 

costs, and offer informed commentary on the latest policies, technologies and innovations. 

www.cenex.co.uk  

Contact: Declan Shepherd, PR and Communications Officer at Cenex: Declan.shepherd@cenex.co.uk 

About the University of Plymouth  

The University of Plymouth is renowned for high quality, internationally-leading education, research 

and innovation.  

With a mission to Advance Knowledge and Transform Lives, Plymouth is a world class research 

university and continues to drive the global debate in disciplines including marine and maritime, 

sustainability, health technologies and climate action. A three-time winner of the Queen’s Anniversary 

Prize for Higher and Further Education, most recently in 2020 in respect of its pioneering research on 

microplastics pollution in the ocean, the University continues to grow in stature and reputation.  

It has a strong track record for teaching and learning excellence, and has one of the highest numbers 

of National Teaching Fellows of any UK university. With over 18,000 students, a further 7,000 

studying for a Plymouth degree at partner institutions in the UK and around the world, and over 

140,000 alumni pursuing their chosen careers globally, it has a growing global presence.  

http://www.plymouth.ac.uk  

Contact: Alan Williams, Media & Communications Officer at the University of Plymouth: 

alan.williams@plymouth.ac.uk.  

The Clean Maritime Demonstration Competition Round 2  
The Virtual Bunkering for Electric Vessels (VBEV) project is part of the Clean Maritime Demonstration 

Competition Round 2 (CMDC2) which was launched in May 2022, funded by the Department for 

Transport and delivered in partnership with Innovate UK. As part of the CMDC2, the Department 
allocated over £14m to 31 projects supported by 121 organisations from across the UK to deliver 
feasibility studies and collaborative R&D projects in clean maritime solutions. 

The CMDC2 is part of the UK Shipping Office for Reducing Emission’s (UK SHORE) flagship multi-year 

CMDC programme. In March 2022, the Department announced the biggest government investment 
ever in our UK commercial maritime sector, allocating £206m to UK SHORE, a new division within the 

Department for Transport focused on decarbonising the maritime sector. UK SHORE is delivering a suite 

http://www.indra.co.uk/
http://www.cenex.co.uk/
mailto:Declan.shepherd@cenex.co.uk
http://www.plymouth.ac.uk/
mailto:alan.williams@plymouth.ac.uk


of interventions throughout 2022-2025 aimed at accelerating the design, manufacture and operation 
of UK-made clean maritime technologies and unlocking an industry-led transition to Net Zero.  

 


